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Abstract: The whole of the world is severely suffering from pandemic of covid-19 & and is under 
lockdown. To curb the spread of the coronavirus, authority around the world implemented lockdown 
measures that have brought much of global business trends & global business activity to a halt. Many 
businesses have been forced to reduce operations or shut down and increasing number of peoples are 
expected to lose their jobs. Companies in the service industry, a major source of growth to may 
economies were among the hardest hit in the coronavirus pandemic lockdown. Manufactures have also 
been hit, and world trade volume could once again plummet this year. Since emerging in the Chinese city 
of Wuhan late last year, the coronavirus disease has spread to about 185 countries and territories -
infecting more than 2.7 million people and killing over 190,000 globally to data compiled by Johns 
Hopkins University. The International Monetary Fund called this lockdown “The Great Lockdown”, 
brought much of global economic activity to cease or on halt.” This is a truly global crisis as no country is 
spared . Hence forth, in this period of lockdown, halt on business activity, curtailing global 
businesstrends & eruption of financial crisis –rightly here; the “Digital transformation” can play a boon 
by acting as revolutionary-cum- panacea tool to get rid of from this crisis and as well as leveraging 
sustainability. Simply to say “ Digital transformation” – is an integration of digital technology into all 
areas of business, fundamentally changing how we operate and deliver value to customers&also a 
cultural change that require organization to continually challenge the status quo, experiment and get 
comfortable with failure and finally survive, boost and sustain business stability in this engulfing crisis of 
pandemic. Platforms of digital technology, digital tools etc. like retooling & project changeover, e-
learning, UPI, e-commerce, e-trading, Arogyasetu, Zoom, Meet-up, Hangout, Facebook, WhatsApp’s, 
Paytm, Google pay, e-cash, e-investment, manufacturing execution system, exploring window 10 
migrations, upgrading platform system, remote working and cloud-based tools help & support in remote 
development, engineering, asset utilization and analysis and dashboarding, e-office, e-Kisan, ISP, mobile 
apps, e-education, e-tutor, e- agriculture, e-mail, e-post, e-governance, e-business, e-transportation (Ola, 
Uber), e-medical, big basket, e-purchase, e-medical, telemedicine, e-medicine, e-consult, PPP, GeMportal, 
e-service book, Swayam portal (MOOCS), digital economistetc. & so many are all digital platform and 
playing a pivotal role in sustaining human lives and business too. This paper presents literature based 
study only . 
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INTRODUCTION 
The covid-19 pandemic lockdown has sent the 
world into crisis mode. However, amongst the 
hardship and difficulty there is an opportunity to 
modernize, to address inequalities & to harness the 
technologies for the greater good sustainability . 
This lockdown has created limitless plunge, 
uncertainty, inevitable economic crisis resulting 
almost halt on business activities and thereby 
global financial crisis. At such grave situation 
technology viz. digital economy, digital tools, 
digital innovation can work as a magnifying glass 
for weakness in this lockdown and can cater 
preemptive measure to save the economic 
recession and manage business sustainability to a 
larger extent as well as human being lives too.As 
such this lockdown has created a wave change in 
business cycle as well as digital transformation to 
cope the situation. 
GLOBAL BUSINESS & DIGITAL 
TRANFORMATION 
In simple terms ,Global business is defined as 
corporate or economic activity that takes place 
across difference countries and Digital 
transformation is the integration of digital 
technology into all areas of business, 
fundamentally changing how you/we operate and 
deliver value to customers; also creating a culture 
change that requires organizations to continually 
challenge the status quo, experiment and get 
comfortable with failure.  
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IMPACT OF LOCKDOWN ON GLOBAL 
BUSINESS TRENDS/ACTIVITIES 
Eruption of Covid-19 has changed drastically all 
global business trends, forecasting, estimation, 
policy etc. on the brink of economic recession 
calling financial emergency situation . Crashing & 
collapsing  of global business trends /activities 
arising out from this recent lockdown could be 
summarized as below:- (a) Rise in unemployment 
(%) : China -5.9%, Australia-5.2%, Germany-
5.0%, US-4.4 %, South Korea -3.8%(b) Plunge in 
retails sales : China -15.8% and US -6.2%(c) 
Service activity in major economies : US-39.8%   
Euro Zone-26.4%, China-43%, Japan -33.8%(d) 
Slump in major manufacturing economies :China-
50.1%, US-49.2%, Japan-44.8%, Euro Zone-
44.5%(e) Impact on factory output : US : -1.1%, 
China: -5.5% (f) Expected decline in global 
merchandize trade from 0% to -40% (g) Expected 
economic forecasts downgraded for 2020: -1 to -
5% in major developed and powerful 
countries.Henceforth from the above data, it is 
crystal clear that service industry is a major source 
of growth and employment for many countries, 
including the U.S and China – two of the world‟s 
largest economies and customer markets . Both 
countries reported sharp declines in retail sales as 
lockdown measures during the pandemic forced 
many stores to shut and kept consumers at home . 
A surge in online sales reported by some retailers, 
such as Amazon, failed to stem the overall fall. 
Economist warned that consumers may not resume 
spending even after lockdown measures are lifted . 
That‟s evident in the „slow improvement” in the 
retail sales in China even after the country allowed 
a gradual reopening of businesses said analysts 
from Oxford Economics. The slow improvement in 
household spending underpins our view that 
globally, consumers are unlikely to rush back to 
the shops as soon as restrictions are lifted. A 
broader hit to the service industry has been 
observed globally with business in the 
transportation, real estate, travel and tourism 
sectors experiencing some of the largest decline in 
activity so far, according to IHS Markit. 
Manufacturers, already weighed down by the US -
China trade war in the last two years, have once 
again under pressure as the coronavirus spreads 
around the world . The covid-19 pandemic 
lockdown first hit manufactures outside China that 
rely on factories in the Asian economic giant for 
materials and parts – also known as “intermediate 
goods”- to make their own products. But Chinese 
factories suspended operations for longer than 
expected as authorities worked to contain the virus 
As more countries imposes lockdown measures, a 
greater number of manufacturing firms were hit. 
Some were forced temporarily shut down, while 
those that remain open faced restricts in getting 
supply of goods and materials . A reduction in 
demand for goods exacerbated the challenges that 
manufacturers face. As a result, factories across the 
US to Europe and Asia have reported declines in 
output over the past month. Global trade, which 
was already slowing in 2019, is expected to 
weighed down further this year.  The Word Trade 
Organisation (WTO) in its last forecast month, said 
global trade volume could plummet by 12.9% or 
31.9% this year- depending on the trajectory of 
growth . Under both scenarios, all regions will 
suffer double digit declines in export and import in 
2020. This lockdown hit to economic activity has 
led many institutions to slash their forecasts for the 
global economy . International Monetary Fund 
assessment expects the global economy to shrink 
by 3% this year, only a handful of economies -such 
as China and India are expected to grow in 2020- 
IMF said. While the fund has penciled in a 
rebound of 5.8% growth next year, it is said that 
recovery is “only partial as the level of economic 
activity is projected to remain below the level we 
had projected for 2021, before the virus hit for 
lockdown . The cumulative loss to global GDP 
over 2020 and 2021 from the pandemic crisis 
lockdown be around 9 trillion dollars, greater than 
the economies of Japan and Germany , combined “ 
Gopinath , the fund‟s chief economist wrote.  
ROLE & USAGE OFVARIOUS DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION TOOLS 
Technology defines the operating environment 
within which countries must respond to the crisis 
caused by this lockdown. This will accelerate 
innovations may not have been possible or urgent 
before. One of the major important threads for 
adaptation story is the role of internet with 
technology . Off course, there are many aspects of 
lives and economies that can‟t‟ be shifted online. 
Example-Key workers can‟t staff ICU or deliver 
food to the supermarket from behind the screen, 
hotels and airline can‟t fill empty bed seats with 
digital subscription. And every business will suffer 
as the economic downturn and disruption carries 
on . However,  digital transformation is happening 
at a pace which have created considerable 
revolution in all sectors including parts of 
government . To review minutely in each sector as 
for example -Education sector, Indian Education 
system in the Worlds‟ largest with 1000 + 
Universities, 41000 Colleges, 3,10,000 schools 
with closely 320 million student community are 
sitting ideal at home due to covid-19, but on the 
other side look at the magic of digital tools which 
has absolutely transformed their new learning, 
experiences. Most of the IITs, NITs, IISERs, IIITs, 
NISERs, IIMs, colleges, universities and even 
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school has already started use of digital tools viz. 
e-learning program, LMS, audio-video 
conferencing,  e-learning app, Zoom, Meet up, 
Webinar, smart mobile phone, Facebook and 
WhatsApp‟s medium -majorly in lower schools 
too.  In govt sectors, private & public sectors – 
staffs, officers are working from home with email 
correspondence. Digital tools viz.Tensorflow, 
chatbots, Node.Js, Hootsuite, Stripe, trello, 
Slack,Qick base, Xero, SAP concur are extensively 
used in small and medium size business(SMBs) 
also include use of cloud computing, mobility, 
analytics & the Internet of Things (IoT), when it 
comes to IT spending. In manufacturing sector – 
digital manufacturing mean use of computer 
digitalized system in manufacturing design, 
automated tools, cloud based design, three-
dimensional modelling, simulation, analysis and 
tooling process, online manufacturing platforms. 
The sign of industrial digital tool revolution i.e. 
Amazon Business a B2B e-commerce platform, 
advance and additive industrial robotic technology, 
reduced 3-D printing cost technology, web shop 
etc. helped company to approach the customers on 
large scales . In HR department perspective  
internal social network tools like Jive, Yammer, 
Socialcast, HR suite, ERP, gamification tools 
platform viz. Badgeville, Bunchball, Bigdoor, e-
learning platform viz.LCMS.Payroll management 
platform tools viz Sage, Meta4, Factorial, advance 
electronic tool viz. signaturit, Volotea, Mediapro, 
acciona 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT OF DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION IN SUSTAINABILITY 
In the face of huge societal change, digital 
transformation makes a positive contribution in 
major areas viz. employment and skills- creating a 
workforce for the machine age could create upto 6 
million jobs worldwide between 2016 and 2025 in 
logistic & electricity industries, transitioning to an 
environment sustainable word – digital initiative in 
the industries could deliver an estimated 26 billion 
tons of net avoided CO2 emissions from 2016 to 
2025. This is almost equivalent to the CO2 emitted 
by all of Europe across that time period, ensuring 
this potential vale can be realized and scaled 
means overcoming hurdles relating to the 
acceptance of new, circular business models, 
customer adoption and the environmental impact 
of digital technology itself.  & building trust in 
digital economy- UBI (user based insurance), 
coupled with assisted driving technologies, could 
reduce by 2025 the projected annual death toll 
from road accidents of more than 2 million by 
10%. Establishing new norms of ethical behavior 
with digital technology and reaching higher levels 
of customer trust will be critical in a successful 
digital transformation . As such, as the world races 
towards digitalization, India‟s prowess in 
Information Technology has put in sweet spot. 
According to recent report, digital transformation 
of industries will contribute $154 billion to India‟s 
GDP by 2021 ad will create thousands of high 
paying jobs and probably the most demanded skills 
jobs shall be viz. Data Scientist, AI engineer, cloud 
architect, cyber security expert and digital manager 
etc. alike tech driven jobs. Here, companies, 
government governance, startup, entrepreneurship 
will play a pivotal role in creating social 
substantiality. Companies today are judged on the 
positive contribution they make to society . 
Governance of govt‟s policy shows public centric 
policy, proactive measures taken, contribution to 
startup & entrepreneur to establish new intitiaive to 
create more & more jobs in this competitive 
technology edge. Since, digital transformation 
mean integrating digital technology into all areas 
of business to fundamentally  change how 
companies operate and deliver value to customers, 
but this technology and digitalization will help 
them to achieve this with intelligent and highly 
agile digital supply chain that predict and respond 
to changes in the ecosystem to quickly capitalize 
on new opportunities and break down old barriers. 
But transformation is also about a change in 
culture, which requires a radical rethinking of 
people, processes and technologies. Becoming a 
digital organization means not only having digital 
product and services but also a powering core 
business process and operations with technology, 
this may include tectonic changes to task in a 
company and to the ways colleagues interact 
within the whole ecosystems . A business cannot 
digitally transform unless or until -its people 
transform, I believe that while they come with their 
own environmental costs, technology and 
digitalization can play a crucial role in developing 
solution for a better tomorrow . Think about 
Blockchain with its incredible potential to add trust 
through traceability across food supply chains, 
helping manufacturers, consumers and regulators 
alike, AI can empower with disabilities for 
example translating eye movements into 
programme commands, or reduce bias in the hiring 
process . This sounds easy, but it needs a lot of 
transformation . Transformation of society‟s 
perception of technology . There is no doubt that 
technology and digital transformation break down 
silos and create transparent and unified data for 
objective decision making. But even more so, they 
change how companies mange their relationship 
with wider world . The macro-environment is 
inexplicably and undeniable unpredictable. If want 
to create a cohesive and sustainable world, we 
must be able to look beyond corporate boundaries 
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and towards the societies and communities which 
we operate . We need to establish an ecosystem of 
trust in which we can unite and build bridges, a 
network of links that allows us to exchange ideas 
to create a safety net for the most marginalized, 
those who live in the areas of conflict, those whose 
lives are being disrupted by the climate emergency 
. In the end, any transformation will succeed or fail 
with people .No amount of technology will save an 
organization without complete workforce. 
Therefore, we must bring people on this massive 
transformation towards better future . As global 
citizens we not have only rights, we have also 
responsibilities and obligations . Let‟s observe, act, 
discuss and collaborate, to foster changes evolving 
during period of lockdown and come up with an 
action plan on how our society is ready to advance 
& sustain too. It is upto all of us to use these 
technological transformation & advancement to 
tackle the world‟s greatest challenges and turn 
them into our biggest opportunities. The World 
depends on us to do so and we must pave the ways 
to sustain our environmental and societal changes 
at any cost & at large. Just to add, the fourth 
industrial revolution is rapidly driving 
transformational changes. By 2022, over 60% of 
GDP will be digitized. An estimated 70% new 
value created in the economy over the next decade 
will be based on digitally enable platforms. 
Currently, about 50% of the world‟s population 
doe not currently participate in the digital economy 
at all- and growth in the internet is slowing . The 
G20‟s Global Infrastructure Hub intimates a global 
funding shortfall of nearly $1 trillion for 
information and communications technology by 
2040. Henceforth, we all viz. executives, digital 
economist, policy makers, govt intervention – 
proactive and post active participation, civil 
society, leaders, academician, scientist, scholars, 
medical professional, IT experts, companies etc. 
need to re-imagine how to create, distribute, 
capture value, navigation in holistic, sustained 
insights and intelligence, creating new framework 
for disrupting business, investment models, and to 
create sustainable value for an inclusive economy. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Since, this covid-19 pandemic lockdown has 
crushed economy of almost all nations in the 
world. There is drastic loss to world‟s growth, 
industry, service sector, transport & tourism 
industry, job loss, minus GDP etc. and 
simultaneously created financial emergency/crisis 
around the world. The whole world in despair, 
conundrum of death, starvation, fear, immunity 
threat etc. sealing all growth outlets on the verge of 
shrinkage. To compensate this loss and despair , 
the digital transformation is acting a crusader to 
sustain whole world at large . Briefly to say – this 
digital transformation has created and brought 
wing of sustainability by enabling us a global 
sustainable environment. Thus, the role of digital 
transformation as „Harbinger” by contributing –an 
access & adoption, responsible, fits for purposes & 
informed governance, secure and resilient people 
process and practices, user centric, interoperable 
digital identity and trustworthy data innovation has 
raised the bar of lives to survive and sustain in the 
crisis. Henceforth, it our utmost and cumulative 
association can only help to mitigate the ups & 
down of global business trends along with 
indispensable role and proper utilization of digital 
transformation tools.  
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